Given two Polish spaces A X and A Y , let ρ A X × A Y → d be a bounded measurable function. Let X = X n n ≥ 1 and Y = Y n n ≥ 1 be two independent stationary processes on A ∞ X and A ∞ Y , respectively. The article studies the large deviation principle (LDP) for n −1 n k=1 ρ X k Y k , conditional on X. Based on a stochastic version of approximate subadditivity, it is shown that if Y satisfies certain mixing condition, then for almost all random realization x of X, the laws of n −1 n k=1 ρ x k Y k satisfy the conditional LDP with a non-random convex rate function. Conditions for the rate function to be non-trivial (that is, not 0/∞ function) are also given.
1. Introduction. This article aims to establish the conditional large deviation principle (LDP) for the partial sums of d -valued functions of general processes. Given two Polish spaces A X and A Y , that is, metrizable complete separable topological spaces, suppose X = X n n ∈ and Y = Y n n ∈ are two independent stationary processes taking values in A X X and A Y Y , respectively. Let P = dist X and Q = dist Y . For the process X, denote by σ X j i the σ-field generated by X given a random realization x = x n n ∈ of X. Because x is fixed in the partial sum once it is chosen randomly, the conditional LDP of the partial sum sometimes is referred to as the "quenched" LDP.
Our interest in the quenched LDP for ρ n X n 1 Y n 1 largely comes from the asymptotics of waiting times between stationary processes, which are important to data compression based on string matching [10, 9, 8, 11] . When ρ is a bounded real valued non-negative function, ρ n x n 1 y n 1 is termed the distortion between x n 1 ∈ A n X and y n 1 ∈ A n Y . In lossy data compression, y = y n n ≥ 1 is taken as a randomly generated code book, and x n 1 is encoded as the smallest k such that the distortion between x n 1 and y n+k−1 k is no more than a given value. It was established in several places [7, 11, 4] that if the distortion is restricted to be less than D, then using a code book randomly generated from Y, the compression rate for the initial segment of length n of a random realization of X is asymptotically equal to the P-a.s. limit of
The P-a.s. limit of (1.2) was first studied in [11, 8] , with A X and A Y finite, and Y either an i.i.d. process or an irreducible Markov chain. The large deviations approach to (1.2) was initiated by Dembo and Kontoyiannis [4] . Assuming A X and A Y to be general Polish spaces and Y an i.i.d. process, they proved the Palmost sure convergence of (1.2) to a limit in terms of D. The main gradient in their proof was the standard change of measure combined with the central limit theorem. With different methods, similar results were established in [12] . In [3] , the P-almost sure convergence of (1.2) was generalized to the case where Y is ψ-mixing. The method there was to divide X into disjoint blocks, and, by ψ-mixing, treat the blocks as vector-valued independent random variables, making it possible to apply change of measure and the central limit theorem to establish the limit.
We will study the conditional LDP of ρ n X n 1 Y n 1 under a more general mixing condition for Y, namely condition S (see Definition 1) . The implication of condition S to LDP was first studied in [2] . We combine the asymptotic value method of Bryc (1990) and Gärtner-Ellis theorem to approach the LDP. Specifically, the asymptotic value method is used for the lower bound of the LDP, while Gärtner-Ellis theorem is used for the upper bound.
The key to the conditional LDP for ρ n X n 1 Y n 1 by the above combined methods is a stochastic version of Hammersley's approximate sub-additivity [6] . The following result on "stochastic approximate sub-additivity" is the basis for the other results in this article. Theorem 1. Let T be an ergodic measure-preserving transformation on a probability space P . Let h n → , n ≥ 1 be a sequence of measurable functions satisfying two conditions:
(i) There exists a non-decreasing sequence n ≥ 0 with
Then lim n→∞ E h n ω /n exists and
where E is expectation under P.
Most part of the conditional LDP can be proved without assuming independence between processes. To see this, let
Denoting by ω a generic element of , then ω = x y , with x = x n n ∈ ∈ A X and y = y n n ∈ ∈ A Y . Regard ρ as a function → d , such that ρ ω = ρ x 1 y 1 . Denote by T the shift operator, which maps ω to ω = x y , with x n = x n+1 , y n = y n+1 , n ∈ . T is not only measure-preserving, but also one-to-one, and T −1 is measurable as well. Also, regarding X as a measurable function → A X such that X ω = x, the σ-algebra generated by X, denoted σ X , is a sub-algebra of and is closed under T and T −1 . Finally, T is ergodic on σ X ν . To take into account the randomness involved in the conditional LDP, condition S used here is modified from the original one in [2] (see Definition 2) . It still consists of two parts, one is condition S − , the other one condition S + . Using Theorem 1, we can prove the following statement which only needs S − .
Theorem 2. Let T be a one-to-one measure-preserving transformation on a probability space P , and assume T −1 is measurable. Given ⊂ , suppose for any B ∈ , T B T −1 B ∈ and T is ergodic on . Let ρ → d be a bounded measurable function. Denote
If the process ρ • T n n ∈ satisfies condition S − uniformly, conditional on , then for any continuous, bounded above, concave function f d → ,
exists and
exists. By Bryc's inverse Varadhan lemma, Theorem 2 suggests that if the laws of ρ n conditional on satisfy a conditional LDP, then the associated rate function should be I u = sup f∈C f u − f . This however can not be proved by directly applying the asymptotic value method, because (1.8) then there exists a sequence n i and Z ⊂ with P Z = 0, such that for ω ∈ Z and f ∈ C b d ,
exists, directly leading to
Remark. Regular versions of the conditional probability measures µ n du ω always exist if µ n are defined on the Borel σ-algebra of d ([1] , pages 77-80). Also, because ρ is bounded, the support of µ n , n ≥ 1, is uniformly bounded.
By Theorem 3, we can get a constant lower bound for the P-almost sure first order asymptotic of µ n G ω , with G open, hence proving the lower bound of the conditional LDP for ρ n .
Corollary 1. Let
Turning to the upper bound for the conditional LDP of ρ n , because of the absence of a limit for (1.11), it is not clear how to modify the argument of the asymptotic value method to get a constant upper bound in terms of I. To get around this difficulty, we adopt the convexity argument of Gärtner-Ellis theorem, which requires condition S + . 
The proof for Theorem 4 follows closely the one for Theorem 2 and also uses the stochastic approximate sub-additivity. By the argument of Gärtner-Ellis theorem we have: Corollary 2. With µ n du ω defined as in Corollary 1, suppose there is Z ⊂ with P Z = 0, such that
Returning back to the original problem, that is, the quenched LDP for ρ n X n 1 Y n 1 , we see that since ρ is bounded, given random realization x of X, the laws for ρ n x n 1 Y n 1 , n ≥ 1, are exponentially tight. Therefore, (1.18) holds for arbitrary closed set F. To complete the proof of the quenched LDP for ρ n , we finally need to demonstrate * = I. By Varadhan's integral lemma, it is enough to show that I is convex. Because the convexity of I requires some extra work than the non-stochastic case, we present it as a theorem. The following diagram summarizes the steps to prove the quenched LDP for ρ n x n 1 Y n 1 , for Y satisfying condition S . Main ingredients of the proof are indicated by numbers in boxes. The rate function * in Proposition 1 can also be given in terms of relative entropy (Corollary 4, [7] ; Proposition 1, [4] ; Property 1, [12] ). Also, following the argument in [2] , the conditional LDP for the empirical measures of ρ X n Y n n ∈ could be proved without much difficulty. Next we consider the functional property of the convex rate function I. As mentioned earlier, I is a good rate function. In order to see whether the quenched LDP gives any interesting information, we would like to investigate whether I is non-trivial, that is, not a 0/∞ function. When Y is i.i.d. and X is an arbitrary stationary process, it is easy to demonstrate that under some minimal conditions, I is non-trivial. To get such rate function when Y only satisfies condition S − , we shall consider the case where X be is an i.i.d. process. For simplicity, let ρ be -valued. It is not hard to see that if either
* is non-trivial. To get the local property of at 0, consider the "mean" process ρ Y n n ≥ 1 , whereρ y = E X ρ X 1 y , y ∈ A Y . Because Y satisfies condition S − , so does ρ Y n n ≥ 1 , implying it satisfies the LDP with good rate function
It turns out that¯ ≤ and the two functions have the same local property at 0 (Proposition 2). This leads to the following: (1.19) . If¯ * is non-trivial, then * is also non-trivial.
When¯ * is trivial, we need to further exploit the assumption that X is i.i.d. Consider the case where the mean process ρ Y n n ≥ 1 is zero. Then 0 = 0 and it is enough to check whether ∞ > 0 or −∞ < 0. It can be shown that given n ≥ 1 and J ⊂ 1 2 n ,
The right hand side suggests that one may remove dependence structure from Y and uncover some of its independence structure. Indeed, if there is J ⊂ with non-zero asymptotic density, that is, lim J ∩ 1 2 n /n > 0, such that Y i i ∈ J are only weakly dependent, then by the above inequality, it is possible to get non-trivial rate function for ρ n X 
Besides Theorem 7, the case whereρ is not constant will also be considered in Section 7.
The remaining part of the article proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 2, Theorem 3 and their implications on the lower bound of the LDP for ρ n . In Section 4, we prove Theorem 4 and its implications on the upper bound of the quenched LDP for ρ n . Convexity of the rate function of the LDP is proved in Section 5. Theorem 6 is proved in Section 6. In Section 7, we discuss condition (A) and prove Theorem 7.
2. Stochastic approximate sub-additivity. In this section, we prove Theorem 1. First note a simple property of n satisfying (1.3):
Indeed, for any n ≥ 1, since k is non-decreasing and non-negative, by (1.3) of Theorem 1,
Proof of Theorem 1. Since h n ∈ L 1 P and T is measure-preserving, from (1.4),
Then Hammersley's approximate sub-additivity lemma implies that E h n /n converges [2] .
To show (1.6), there is Z ⊂ with P Z = 0, such that (1.4) is satisfied by ω ∈ Z and all m n ≥ 1.
We show by induction
2) is proved when n is a dyadic integer. On the other hand, assume (2.2) holds for all n < 2 m . If 2 m < n < 2 m+1 , then n = 2 m + r, with 1 ≤ r ≤ 2 m − 1. By the induction hypothesis and what has been proved for dyadic integers,
Let n → ∞. Because h k ∈ L 1 P , by (1.5) and the assumption that T is ergodic,
Divide both sides by nk + r and let n → ∞. By (2.1), nk + r −1 nk + r → 0. By (2.4) and the assumption that T is measure-preserving, it is easy to get lim sup
We next show
By the assumption, n is non-decreasing and non-negative, then
It is easy to see that D r is increasing. Then for 1 ≤ r ≤ 2 n − 1, 2
∞ l=k l /l l+ 1 . Let n k → ∞ to complete the proof.
Thus we have lim sup
Integrate both sides of (2.5). By Fatou's lemma,
which implies equality holds P-almost surely in (2.5), hence completing the proof. ✷ there is a non-decreasing sequence k ∈ satisfying (1.3), such that
To get the conditional LDP without assuming independence between X and Y, we introduce the following version of condition S . Definition 2. Let U = U n n ∈ be an d -valued stationary process defined on probability space P . Given σ-algebra ⊂ , U is said to satisfy condition S − [respectively, S + , S ] uniformly, conditional on , if for every C > 0, there is a non-decreasing sequence k ∈ satisfying (1.3), such that condition S − [respcetively, S + , S ] in Definition 1 is satisfied P-almost surely, with Q replaced by P · .
We shall need several inequalities from [2] . They are quoted below for completeness.
Lemma 1. Fix two σ-fields
and .
Proof of Theorem 2. We follow the proof for Theorem 6.4.4 in [5] . Because ρ is bounded, we can assume for some D > 0, ρ ω ∈ B D , ω ∈ , where B D is the ball with center 0 and radius D. Given a continuous, bounded above, concave function f, there is K > 0, such that
Fix C = 2K + 2 and a sequence n satisfying condition S − corresponding to C. For brevity, in the remaining part of the proof, denote
Take exponential, then expectation conditional on of both ends of the above formula. Since P · satisfies S − almost surely, applying Lemma 1 to Z = nf n −1 S 1 n · and W = mf m
E e Given g ∈ L 1 P , B ∈ , since T B ∈ and T and T −1 are measurepreserving,
Take a = log 2 and
Then it is easy to see h n satisfies (1.5) and, letting n = M n + a, for N large enough, h N ω ≤ h n ω + h m T n ω + N P-a.s.
Applying Theorem 1 to h n then proves (1.8). ✷
We now turn to Theorem 3. For convenience, in the remaining part of this section as well as the following sections, we will use the following semistandard notation, f ω n = 1 n log e nf u µ n du ω
We need the following simple result.
Lemma 2. Let f n be a sequence of bounded measurable functions with f n ≤ M, n ≥ 1, for some constant. If for some constant a, E P f n → a and lim inf n→∞ f n = a, P-a.s., then f n P −→ a, as n → ∞.
Proof. Letting g n = inf f k k ≥ n , it is seen g n ≤ M and lim n→∞ g n = a, P-a.s. Then E P f n − g n → 0. Since f n − g n ≥ 0 this implies f n − g n P −→ 0, and hence f n P −→ a. ✷ Proof of Theorem 3. Because ρ is bounded, the support of µ n , n ≥ 1, is uniformly bounded as well. Suppose supp µ n ⊂ for some convex compact set . Then C b d can be replaced by C . Fix δ k ↓ 0, n 0 = n 0 k ⊂ increasing, and f ∈ C . By Lemmas 4.4.8 and 4.4.9 of [5] , the set of all continuous, bounded above, concave functions on d is well-separating and there is a finite set 1 of such functions, such that sup u∈ f u −max g∈ 1 g u ≤ δ 1 , sup u∈ d g u ≤ sup u∈ f u , g ∈ 1 . Let h u = max g u g ∈ 1 . Then max g∈ 1 g ω n ≤ h ω n ≤ 1 n log g∈ 1 e ng u µ n du ω
For each g ∈ 1 , it is easy to see that g · n are uniformly bounded functions on . Then combining Lemma 2 and formulae (1.10) and (1.11), it is seen that there is n 1 = n 1 k ⊂ n 0 , such that lim k→∞ g ω n 1 k = g , P-a.s., for g ∈ 1 . Therefore,
It is easy to check that
Repeating the above argument, we obtain nested sequences n 0 ⊃ n 1 ⊃ · · ·,
, P-a.s. Then by the diagonal argument, (1.12) holds for the sequence n k = n k k . To show that P-almost surely, (1.12)-(1.14) hold simultaneous for all f ∈ C , note that by (3.6), · ω n ω ∈ n ∈ as a family of functions on C is equi-continuous under the norm · . In addition, what has been shown is that given any sequence n k ⊂ , for f ∈ C , there is a subsequence n k ⊂ n k such that (1.12) holds. Because C is separable, by the diagonal argument, there is a sequence n k such that with probability 1, (1.12) holds for all f ∈ C .
To prove (1.14), given f ∈ C and δ > 0, find a finite set in the same way as to find 1 given δ 1 . Let h u = max g u g ∈
. Given ω, from max g ω n g ∈ 1 ≤ h ω n and max lim inf
it is not hard to show that
On the other hand, by (3.5), h = max g g ∈ . Therefore, lim inf n→∞ h ω n ≥ h . By f − h ≤ δ, h ω n ≤ f ω n + δ and h ≥ f − δ, giving
Because δ is arbitrary, (1.14) is proved for each fixed f. Now use the separability of C , continuity of the map f → f on C , and the equi-continuity of · ω n ω ∈ n ∈ as a family of functions defined on C , to complete the proof of (1.14). ✷ 
Proof. Given r > 0, and continuous, bounded above, concave function f, because (2.6) is satisfied by h n defined by (3.4), applying Corollary 3 to h n T rn ω gives lim inf n→∞ 1 1 − r n log E exp 1 − r nf ρ n− rn · T rn ω = f P-a.s.
Because the set of rational numbers is dense in 0 1 , and C b d is separable, by the same argument for Theorem 3 we can find a sequence n i and a null set Z, such that for ω ∈ Z, (3.7) holds for any f ∈ C b d and r ∈ 0 1 . Inequality (3.8) follows from (3.7) and the argument for (1.14). ✷ Corollary 5. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 2 there is a set Z ⊂ with P Z = 0, such that lim inf
This corollary can be proved in the same way as Theorem 3, and we omit the detail.
The upper bound of the conditional LDP.
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 2. Given λ ∈ d , let f u = λ u . Then f is a continuous, convex function. Set constants K D, C and functions S i j ω as in Theorem 2, and fix sequence correspondingly. Because ρ • T n n ∈ satisfies condition S + uniformly, conditional on , by S 1 N ω ≤ S 1 n ω + S n + 1 + N + ω + 2KD ,
and by S n + + 1 N + ω ≤ S n + 1 N ω + 2KD ,
which gives
Letting M = 4KD + 1, for N large enough,
Let h n ω = log E e S 1 n · ω and n = M n + log 2. Applying Theorem 1 shows that (1.17) holds for each λ ∈ d , P-almost surely. Finally because d is separable, the same argument for Theorem 3 completes the proof. ✷ Proof of Corollary 2. For simplicity, given λ ∈ d , x ∈ d and n ≥ 1,
By the equi-continuity of λ ω n in λ, the separability of d and Lemma 2, there is a subsequence m i of n i such that λ ω m i converges for all λ. Let the limit beˆ λ . By (1.18),ˆ λ ≤ λ . Since λ ω n ω ∈ n ∈ is an equi-continuous family of functions in λ,ˆ λ is continuous. Still denoting by µ n be the probability measure on d induced by ρ n , Bryc's inverse Varadhan lemma implies that for ω ∈ Z, µ n i · ω and µ n i /2 · T n i /2 ω satisfy the LDP with a good rate function I u . Applying Varadhan's integral lemma to µ n i then yields λ = sup u∈ d λ u − I u . By the duality between a lower semi-continuous convex function and its Fenchel-Legendre transform, in order to have I u = * u , it is enough that I u be convex. Because ρ is bounded, (3.7) also holds for n i + 1, and hence µ n i +1 also satisfy the conditional LDP with the rate function I. Therefore, without loss of generality, assume all n i are even numbers.
Since the collection of all balls B u δ form a base for the topology of Given u 1 and u 2 with I u 1 I u 2 < ∞, fix M > max I u i i = 1 2 large enough. Then given δ > 0, for m i large enough,
Fix a sequence n corresponding to C = 2M for condition S − . Since ρ is bounded, as m is large enough,
and, lettingū = u 1 + u 2 /2,
Then by condition S − , for n i large enough, More on the rate function for the quenched LDP. In this section and the next one, we shall establish some conditions for the rate function I of the LDP of n −1 n k=1 ρ X k Y k conditional on X to be non-trivial. We will consider the case where Y satisfies condition S , and X is i.i.d. From now on we assume ρ is a -valued bounded measurable function such that Q-almost surely, the P-measure of the set of discontinuity points of ρ x Y 1 is 0, where P = dist X , Q = dist Y and the continuity is with respect to a metric on A X . The following result will play an important role. 
n and (2) if δ < δ and δ = J 1 J m , then for each k, J k ⊂ I i for some i.
where the last inequality is due to Hölder's inequality. We have
Given y ∈ A Y , if x ∈ A X is a point where f x y is continuous, then f n x y ↑ f x y as δ ↓ 0. Therefore, for y such that the P-measure of the set of discontinuity points of f x y is 0, by dominated convergence theorem, as δ ↓ 0, E f n X y ↑ E f X y 1 K X . Because Q-almost surely, the set of discontinuity points of f x Y is 0, therefore, again by dominated convergence theorem,
We thus get from (6.1) and the above limit
Letting ε → 0 thus completes the proof. ✷
The following consequence of Lemma 3 will be useful.
Corollary 6.
Under the same condition of Lemma 3 given n ≥ 1, suppose X = X 1 X n , with X i independent of each other. Then for any S ⊂ 1 n , 
Define¯ by (1.20) and
where E X Y is the expectation with respect to the joint distribution of X and Y. Then¯
Proof. It is easy to see that both¯ andˆ are convex, and therefore their right and left derivatives at 0 exist. Definê ρ λ y = log E X e λρ X 1 y
Then because X and Y are independent, and X is an i.i.d. process, Then, fromρ 0 y = 0 andρ 0 y =ρ y , it followsρ λ y ≤ρ y λ + D 2 λ 2 . Then by (6.6),
Letting n → ∞, we getˆ λ ≤¯ λ + Dλ 2 . Sinceˆ 0 =¯ 0 = 0, this leads toˆ 0+ ≤¯ 0+ andˆ 0− ≥¯ 0− . On the other hand, as e x is a convex function of x, Jensen's inequality gives
leading toˆ λ ≥¯ λ , and henceˆ 0+ ≥¯ 0+ andˆ 0− ≤¯ 0− . ✷ Proof of Theorem 6. By the assumption on ρ, we can apply Lemma 3 to get
Since Y satisfies condition S − , when n → ∞, both sides converge. Thus λ ≥¯ λ . Since 0 =¯ 0 , then,
On the other hand, Jensen's inequality yields
Since X and Y are independent, and each one satisfies condition S − , the process X Y also satisfies condition S − . Therefore, when n → ∞, the 
Proof. Let * 0 be the rate function for the LDP of n
Y j giving¯ λ = qλ + 0 p − q λ , leading to the conclusion. ✷ 7. Condition (A) and non-triviality of the rate function. Next we consider the case whereρ y is a constant, in which case¯ λ can not be convex. Suppose S n , n = 1 2 are finite subsets of . We say S n have asymptotic density L if S n → ∞ and
exists, where S n is the cardinality of S n , and diam S n = max x x ∈ S n − min x x ∈ S n + 1. 
Proof. Suppose S n are sets meeting condition (A). Without loss of generality, assume min x x ∈ S n = 1. Letting N n = diam S n , S n ⊂ 1 N n . Then
Y i (7.5)
where (7.3) is due to Corollary 6, (7.5) to Hölder inequality and (7.6) to condition (A). Let n → ∞ to complete the proof. ✷ 
Because¯
* is trivial,¯ −∞ =¯ 0− and¯ ∞ =¯ 0+ . If * is also trivial, then by (6.8),
* =¯ * , leading to¯ 0+ −¯ 0− ≥ a and −¯ 0− + 0+ ≥ b, contradicting either (7.6) or (7.7). ✷ Proof of Theorem 7. Becauseρ y is constant,¯ 0+ =¯ 0− = 0. Therefore, condition (1.21) implies that either (7.6) or (7.7) is satisfied as long as L is positive. It is then enough to show Y satisfies condition (A).
Fix C such that A ∈ σ Y j j ≤ h B ∈ σ Y j j ≥ h + n n h ≥ 1 By (2.1), n /n → 0. Fix k, such that for all n ≥ k, n ≤ n. For S = s and n ∈ , denote S + n = s + n . Define a sequence in and a sequence of finite subsets of as follows:
It is easy to check the following:
diam S n = L n ≥ 2 n S n ∩ S n = ∅ dist S n S n = L n S n = 2 n where d A B , A B ⊂ , denotes min t − s t ∈ A s ∈ B . We prove by induction there is lim n→∞ diam S n / S n < ∞, which completes the proof. ✷
